
!
LEGAL NOTICES!!
Website publisher!!
NSNW Sarl!
6 Villa du Coteau, 92140, Clamart, France. !!
Capital : 64200 €!
RCS n°n° 878 293 679. VAT number : FR15878293679!!
Contact : info@noscrumnowin.com!!
Website design:!!
Cannelle & Co.!
www.cancelleandco.com!!
Web hosting!!
OVH!
www.ovh.com!!!
Personal data and Privacy!!
In accordance with the Data Protection Act of 6 January 1978, and the General Data Protection 
Regulation (EU Regulation 2016/679 of 27 April 2016), NSNW processes personal data of its 
customers and prospects, within the framework of its sales of clothing, and management of its 
customer base and prospects through segmentation, prospecting, loyalty and communication by 
email or SMS.!!
The Customer or Prospect has a right to access and rectify data concerning him or her, and may 
also assert his or her right to be deleted. To do so simply contact us by emailing 
info@noscrumnowin.com!!
All Customers or Prospects have the right to lodge a complaint to the competent supervisory 
authority (in France, this is the CNIL) concerning the processing of his/her personal data.!!!
Implied acceptance of terms and conditions!!
Access to the Site and use of its content are subject to the terms of use given below. Accessing the 
Site and browsing its content implies unconditional acceptance of NSNW’s terms and conditions. !!
Intellectual property !!
The Site and its content is the exclusive property of NSNW, who alone has the authority to use the 
related intellectual property and personality rights, including the brand, logos, models, copyrights, 
and image rights, regardless of whether NSNW is the original owner, has purchased the rights, or 
exploits them under a licensing agreement. It is strictly forbidden to download, reproduce, transmit, 
represent or otherwise use all or any part of the site for any purpose other than private, personal, 
non-commercial use.!!!!



Hypertext links to other sites!!
Hypertext links to the Site www.noscrumnnowin.com may be made only with NSNW’s prior written 
permission. NSNW reserves the right to revoke this permission at any time. NSNW declines 
responsibility for content of outside sites who link to NSNW’s Site.!!!
NSNW’s liability!!
Within the limits set by French law, NSNW cannot be held liable:!
- for any inaccuracy or omission; or for any damages from third party intrusions resulting in 
changes to the information provided on the Site!
- in the event of damages caused by a third party accessing the Site without authorization or 
preventing access to it .!!
Access to the Site may be interrupted at any time by NSNW for the purposes of maintenance, 
security or any other technical constraints.!!
NSNW commits to do its best efforts to ensure users to have access anytime. The website is 
available 7 / 7 days and 24/24 hours except in the cases of force majeure as technical, 
maintenance or telecommunications difficulties.!!
Applicable law!!
The present Legal Notices are governed by the laws of France. Only French jurisdictions will be 
considered competent to rule on disputes relating directly or indirectly to access to the Site or its 
utilization.!!
Information Services!!
If you subscribed to information services by email (newsletters, promotions), you can request not to 
receive such mailings at any time by logging into the website and checking or unchecking relevant 
boxes to adjust your marketing preferences or by following the opt-out links on any marketing 
message sent to you or by contacting NSNW at any time.!!
Cookies!!
You are informed that when you visit the website, a cookie can be installed on your browser 
automatically. A cookie is a block of data that does not identify the user but is used to record 
information about its navigation on the website. You can refuse the registration of these "cookies" 
by configuring your computer according to the detailed on http://www.cnil.fr.!


